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Abstract: A Schottky barrier high-electron-mobility avalanche transit time (HEM-ATT) structure
is proposed for terahertz (THz) wave generation. The structure is laterally oriented and based on
AlGaN/GaN two-dimensional electron gas (2-DEG). Trenches are introduced at different positions
of the top AlGaN barrier layer for realizing different sheet carrier density profiles at the 2-DEG
channel; the resulting devices are equivalent to high–low, low–high and low-high–low quasi-Read
structures. The DC, large-signal and noise simulations of the HEM-ATTs were carried out using
the Silvaco ATLAS platform, non-sinusoidal-voltage-excited large-signal and double-iterative field-
maximum small-signal simulation models, respectively. The breakdown voltages of the devices
estimated via simulation were validated by using experimental measurements; they were found to
be around 17–18 V. Under large-signal conditions, the series resistance of the device is estimated
to be around 20 Ω. The large-signal simulation shows that the HEM-ATT source is capable of
delivering nearly 300 mW of continuous-wave peak power with 11% conversion efficiency at 1.0 THz,
which is a significant improvement over the achievable THz power output and efficiency from the
conventional vertical GaN double-drift region (DDR) IMPATT THz source. The noise performance
of the THz source was found to be significantly improved by using the quasi-Read HEM-ATT
structures compared to the conventional vertical Schottky barrier IMPATT structure. These devices
are compatible with the state-of-the-art medium-scale semiconductor device fabrication processes,
with scope for further miniaturization, and may have significant potential for application in compact
biomedical spectroscopy systems as THz solid-state sources.

Keywords: avalanche transit time; high electron mobility; 2-DEG; monolithic integration; noise
measure; noise spectral density; terahertz biomedical

1. Introduction

Recently, the frequency gap between the millimeter-wave and infrared bands, known
as the terahertz gap (THz-gap), is drawing the attention of researchers due to its enormous
possible applications in the fields of imaging, astronomy and spectroscopy; the quality
inspection of industrial, medical and pharmaceutical products; in bio-sensing; etc. [1–8].
Some solid-state devices such as high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs), heterojunction
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bipolar transistors (HBTs), quantum cascade lasers (QCLs), impact avalanche transit time
(IMPATT) diodes, resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs), etc., have shown excellent possibilities
for generating and detecting THz waves in the recent past [9–24]. Out of all possible
solid-state THz sources, IMPATT diodes based on wide-bandgap materials such as GaN,
SiC, etc., have emerged as the most powerful with regard to THz power output and DC
to THz conversion efficiency [23,24]. The superior electronic and thermal properties of
GaN establish it as the most suitable material for fabricating high-power, high-efficiency
THz IMPATT sources. However, the most significant obstruction against the conventional
vertical single-drift region (SDR: p+-n-n+ or n+-p-p+) and double-drift-region (DDR: p+-
p-n-n+) IMPATT sources for THz wave generation is the high contact resistivity of the
metal~p+-GaN ohmic contact. So far as the authors’ knowledge is concerned, the lowest
experimentally achieved contact resistivity of metal~p+GaN contact is 1.0 Ω cm [25,26],
which is significantly high. As a result, the parasitic series resistance of the SDR and DDR
GaN IMPATT rises with relation to the diode negative resistance in the THz regime [27].
Significantly high series resistance at THz frequencies is the primary limitation against the
possibilities of obtaining THz power from GaN IMPATT sources. One probable solution
is to use the edge-terminated reverse IMPATT structure, in which the cross-sectional area
of the metal~p+-GaN contact is increased in order to reduce the contact resistance [28].
However, several issues related to the fabrication of said structure may arise during practical
realization [28]. Therefore, in order to avoid the parasitic effects of the metal~p+-GaN
contact in the IMPATT diode structure for THz wave generation, a Schottky barrier IMPATT
structure, an alternative to GaN SDR or DDR IMPATT, is recommended [29,30]. Moreover,
the lateral orientation of the proposed structures possesses an additional advantage over
the conventional vertically oriented IMPATT structures. Monolithic integration of these
lateral structures by using state-of-the-art complementary metal–insulator–semiconductor
(CMOS) technology is possible in near future, while the vertical IMPATT structures do not
support CMOS integration.

The high spontaneous as well as piezoelectric polarization effects in the two-dimensional
electron gas (2-DEG) at the AlGaN/GaN interface leads to the excellent THz performance
of HEMT devices [31]. Significantly better electron mobility can be achieved in 2-DEG
AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures compared to in the bulk GaN [32,33]. Therefore, if this
HEMT structure based on AlGaN/GaN 2-DEG can be combined with the Schottky barrier
SDR avalanche transit time (ATT) structure, then the resulting structure can utilize the
THz potentialities of both HEMT and ATT structures; this blending of HEMT and ATT
structures was first proposed and investigated by Zhang et al. in the year 2022 [34]. In this
article, a quasi-Read Schottky barrier lateral HEM-ATT structure based on AlGaN/GaN
2-DEG is proposed for generating a 1.0 THz frequency. One and more than one trenches
were introduced at different positions of the top AlGaN layer in order to realize different
quasi-Read carrier density profiles at the 2-DEG channel region such as high–low (hi-
lo), low–high (lo-hi) and low-high–low (lo-hi-lo). The static or DC simulation of HEM-
ATTs was carried out by using the Silvaco ATLAS device simulation platform, whereas
the THz and noise performances of the device were investigated by using a natively
developed non-sinusoidal-voltage-excited (NSVE) large-signal model and double-iterative
field maximum (DEFM) small-signal model, respectively. The DC simulation reveals that
the breakdown of all the devices occurs nearly at 17 V. A maximum series resistance of
around 20 Ω was found to be present in the device under large-signal operating conditions.
The large-signal simulation shows that the HEM-ATT source is capable of delivering nearly
300 mW of continuous peak power with 11% conversion efficiency at 1.0 THz, which is
a significant improvement compared to the achievable THz power output and efficiency
from the conventional THz DDR IMPATT source. The noise performance of the THz source
was found to be significantly improved by using the quasi-Read HEM-ATT structures
compared to the conventional vertically oriented Schottky barrier IMPATT structure. By
lateral integration of multiple HEM-ATT diodes, an oscillator array can be realized on the
monolithic integrated circuit in order to implement a broadband THz source. Moreover,
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a third terminal (gate) can be included over the AlGaN layer for directly modulating power
and frequency via an externally applied signal. In the proposed HEM-ATT structures,
optical signal coupling and injection locking are also very much convenient through the
thin AlGaN layer.

2. Prospect of Terahertz Biomedical Spectroscopy

Currently, there is enormous interest in the application of Terahertz waves (THz~300 GHz
to 3 THz; wavelength: 100 µm to 1 mm), particularly around 1 THz, that can yield ex-
tremely high-resolution images, useful for non-contact, non-destructive sensing. Terahertz
waves are best suited for biomedical spectroscopy as they do not induce any destructive
chemical reactions in human tissue [35]. THz comes with the unique capability of detecting
weak inter-molecule coupling, and hence identifying associated molecular networks, useful
for biomedical spectroscopy and diagnosis (e.g., tooth decay, skin cancer, tumors protein,
DNA, gene etc.) [36–41]. While the prospect of medical application of Terahertz waves is
exciting, the current state of THz technology is still inadequate in providing compact, pow-
erful sources and efficient detectors for detection systems technologically compatible with
medical spectroscopy applications, particularly at room temperature. Technological ad-
vances in material sciences and microfabrication and device technologies in the last decade
have facilitated the development of powerful sources, uncooled detectors and advanced
imaging techniques, along with an extended scope for flexible electronics; biomedical, high-
frequency sensing (particularly promising); and communication devices [42–44]. A few of
the remarkable advancements in recent times leading the prospective application of THz in
biomedical spectroscopy include [45,46]: THz wound and diabetic injury screening [47];
spectroscopy and imaging for cancer diagnosis [48–50]; a THz time-domain spectral (THz-
TDS) system for biological macromolecule detection [51]; biomolecular and pathogen
detection [52] and evaluation of transdermal drug delivery [53]; identification of tumor
mutation in the central nervous system [54,55]; and intraoperative neurodiagnostics [56].
Further advancement in THz biophotonics, materials and instrumentation [57–59]; tissue
imaging techniques [60–62]; and applied computing algorithms [63] may also open up
newer frontiers in THz biomedical applications. In the current work, the possibility of
a compact yet powerful solid-state THz source promising for biomedical spectroscopy
applications is reported.

3. Device Structure and Fabrication

The cross-sectional views of the proposed Schottky barrier lateral HEM-ATT structure
having flat, hi-lo, lo-hi and lo-hi-lo carrier density profiles are illustrated in Figure 1a–d,
respectively. An unintentionally doped Al0.2Ga0.8N barrier layer of the thickness of 20 nm
can be grown on the undoped GaN buffer layer in order to form the AlGaN/GaN based
HEM-ATT structure. The 2-DEG formed below the AlGaN/GaN interface (channel region)
results in impurities scattering the free transport of electrons through the bound states of
the triangle quantum well. The length of the channel region was kept at Ld = 200 nm for
the 1.0 THz operation of the device. The Schottky contact was formed at the anode side by
using Ni (work function = 5.15 eV) deposition as shown in Figure 2a–d. The complete anode
contact was formed by Ni (20 nm thick)/Au (100 nm thick) with a total height of 40 nm.
On the right-hand side, first a 40 nm high, 100 nm thick n+-GaN (donor concentration =
4.00 × 1024 m−3) layer was formed, after which Ti (30 nm thick)/Au (150 nm thick) ohmic
contact of the same height (40 nm) was deposited in order to realize the cathode contact.
The width of the device (Wd) was set as 50 nm for supplying high DC bias current density
of the order of 10−9 A m−2. The structure shown in Figure 1a is basically a Schottky barrier
SDR HEM-ATT diode.
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Figure 1. Cross-sectional view of (a) flat, (b) high–low (hi-lo), (c) low–high (lo-hi), and (d) low-
high–low (lo-hi-lo) profile Schottky barrier lateral HEM-ATT structures; doping concentration on the
n+-GaN layer is 4.0 × 1024 m−3.

It is primarily the free electrons in the AlGaN barrier layer and GaN buffer layer
that accumulate at the triangular shaped potential well in the GaN buffer layer close to
the AlGaN/GaN interface due to the spontaneous and piezoelectric-polarization-induced
electric fields in AlGaN and GaN. The bound state in the triangular quantum well in the
GaN buffer layer close to the AlGaN/GaN interface is occupied by these accumulated
electrons and forms the 2-DEG channel region (those electrons are confined along y- and z-
directions). These 2-DEG electrons have significantly higher mobility along the x-direction
in comparison to the electrons in the bulk GaN-buffer layer, since the 2-DEG electrons
are spatially separated from the immobile space charges primarily present in the AlGaN-
barrier and GaN buffer layers (free from impurity scattering) [64]. The improved mobility
of the carriers (electrons) in HEM-ATT makes it superior to the normal vertically oriented
Schottky barrier and p-n junction based SDR (p+-n-n+ or n+-p-p+) IMPATTs. Moreover,
Schottky barrier HEM-ATT can avoid the parasitic series resistance caused by un-depleted
p- and p+-layers, which are unavoidable in p-n junction based SDR and DDR structures.

The unintentionally doped AlGaN barrier layer is the primary injector of 2-DEG elec-
trons. Thus, a greater thickness of AlGaN layer causes a larger number of electrons to
accumulate in the 2-DEG channel region (resulting in a larger sheet of electron concen-
tration); similarly, the smaller the thickness of the AlGaN barrier layer, the smaller the
sheet electron concentration in the 2-DEG channel [64,65]. Therefore, the sheet electron
concentration in 2-DEG can be modulated by changing the thickness of the AlGaN-barrier
layer [64,65]. By introducing a trench of finite length and depth (Figure 1b,c), i.e., by
reducing the thickness of the AlGaN barrier at a particular region, the sheet electron con-
centration of the channel just below that region can be decreased without altering the
sheet electron concentration throughout the rest of the channel region. Depending on the
position of the trench (see Figure 1b,c), hi-lo and lo-hi sheet electron density profiles can
be created. Similarly, by using two trenches (Figure 1d), a lo-hi-lo sheet electron density
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profile can be achieved. These quasi-Read electron density profiles were used to narrow
down the avalanche region width of millimeter-wave and THz ATT devices, which resulted
in a significant increase in DC to RF conversion efficiency and noteworthy improvement
in the avalanche noise performance of the source [66,67]. The said trench or trenches of
height Dr1,2 = 10 nm and length Lr1,2 = 50 nm can be formed at the top of the AlGaN barrier
layer at the desired position by using the appropriate reactive ion etching (RIE) technique.
Figure 1b–d show the hi-lo, lo-hi and lo-hi-lo quasi-Read HEM-ATT structures, respectively.
The structural parameters of the four types of HEM-ATT diodes are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Structural parameters.

Parameters Flat HEM-ATT hi-lo HEM-ATT lo-hi HEM-ATT lo-hi-lo
HEM-ATT

Ld (nm) 200 200 200 200
Ln+ (nm) 100 100 100 100
ha (nm) 20 20 20 20
hg (nm) 20 20 20 20

LNi(Sch) (nm) 20 20 20 20
LAu(Sch) (nm) 100 100 100 100
LTi(Oh) (nm) 30 30 30 30
LAu(Oh) (nm) 150 150 150 150

Dr1 (nm) - 10 - 10
Lr1 (nm) - 50 - 50
Dr2 (nm) - - 10 10
Lr2 (nm) - - 50 50
Wd (µm) 50 50 50 50

The starting material for the fabrication of the proposed structure is an n-type GaN
substrate with a 400 nm thick undoped GaN buffer layer grown using the metal–organic
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chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) technique. The 20 nm thick Al0.2Ga0.8N barrier
layer was then grown on the n-GaN buffer layer by using the same MOCVD apparatus.
Ideally, the AlGaN layer should be undoped; practically, this layer is unintentionally doped.
After the formation of the top AlGaN layer, a SiO2 hard mask may be deposited over it.
Appropriate masking and electron-beam lithography techniques were used to open the
window for the Si ion implementation to form the n+-GaN layer (with the resulting doping
concentration of 4.0 × 1024 m−3). Around 40 nm of AlGaN/GaN has to be etched away
via Cl2-based inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) with a moderate
etching rate in order to form the well for forming the Schottky contact. The oblique vacuum
evaporation of Ni (20 nm) followed by Au (100 nm) was performed sequentially to form
the Ni/Au Schottky contact on the anode side. After that, another masking step followed
by the same Cl2-based ICP-RIE and vacuum evaporation of Ti (30 nm) and Au (150 nm) in
the reverse direction were applied to form the ohmic contact at the cathode side. Nitrogen
ion implantation (N+-ion implantation) based edge-termination technology was introduced
to form a highly resistive layer outside of the active device area to laterally isolate the
device and prevent electric field crowding and consequent premature breakdown under
the reverse bias condition (edge-termination is not shown in Figure 1a–d.

4. Simulation Method

The steady-state DC simulation was performed using the Silvaco-ATLAS platform.
The DC parameters of a HEM-ATT device for a given current density were obtained by
solving a time-independent Poisson equation, carrier continuity equations and current
density equations subject to appropriate boundary conditions. The simulations were carried
out by assuming the junction temperature of the device is same as the ambient temperature
(i.e., 300 K). The 2-DEG electron concentration was estimated by using the knowledge of the
polarization-induced sheet charge density [68]. The AlGaN/GaN interface charges were
also taken into consideration while calculating the polarization-induced 2-DEG electron
concentration. The maximum sheet carrier concentration at the undoped AlGaN/GaN
interface may be defined as

ns(x) =
+σ(x)

q
−

(
ε0εr(x)

dq2

)
[qΦb(x) + EF(x)− ∆Ec(x)] (1)

where d is the thickness of AlGaN layer, σ is the polarization-induced sheet charge con-
centration, εr(x) is the space-dependent relative permittivity, ε0 = 8.854 × 10−12 F m−1 is
the permittivity in vacuum, q = 1.6 × 10−19 C is the charge of the electron, EF is the Fermi
energy level, ∆Ec is the conduction band offset voltage and qΦb is the Schottky barrier.
The value of the local maximum sheet carrier concentration at the AlGaN/GaN interface
depends on the thickness of the AlGaN layer [64,65,69]. The HEM-ATT device shown in
Figure 1a does not have any trench; this device forms the classical SDR flat concentration
profile in the 2-DEG channel. However, due to the existence of one trench at different
positions, the HEM-ATT devices shown in Figure 1b,c form classical SDR hi-lo and lo-hi
concentration profiles in the respective 2-DEG channel regions. On the other hand, the
HEM-ATT structure illustrated in Figure 1d forms a lo-hi-lo concentration profile at the
2-DEG channel region due to the existence of two trenches. The generalized (lo-hi-lo) two-
dimensional (2D) model for simulating the lateral Schottky barrier HEM-ATT structures is
shown in Figure 2. The regions 1 and 2 correspond to the GaN buffer and AlGaN barrier
layers, respectively, and regions 3 and 4 correspond to the Si3N4 passivation layers. For the
simulation of a flat-profile HEM-ATT (Figure 1a), both region 3 and region 4 are absent,
and the entire region corresponds to region 2 (AlGaN layer), whereas for simulating hi-lo
and lo-hi HEM-ATTs (Figure 1b,c, respectively), either region 3 (for hi-lo) or region 4 (for
lo-hi) is replaced by region 2. In order to compare the DC, THz and noise performances of
the lateral HEM-ATT devices with the conventional vertical Schottky barrier SDR IMPATT
and GaN DDR IMPATT diodes, the simulations were also extended for those conventional
structures separately. The 2D models for simulating the vertical Schottky barrier SDR
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IMPATT and GaN DDR IMPATT are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively, (both of these
having lo-hi-lo doping profiles). The thicknesses of the n+-, n1-, n2- and n3-GaN layers in
the vertical Schottky barrier SDR diode (Figure 3) were 100, 50, 100 and 50 nm, respectively,
and the corresponding doping concentrations were 4.0 × 1024, 2.0 × 1023, 6.0 × 1023 and 2.0
× 1023 m−3, respectively. The thicknesses of the p+- and p-layers in the GaN DDR structure
(Figure 4) are the same as those of the n+- and n-GaN layers, these layers being at 100, 50,
100, 50 nm, respectively; the magnitudes of the doping concentrations are also symmetric
and are 4.0 × 1024, 2.0 × 1023, 6.0 × 1023 and 2.0 × 1023 m−3, respectively.

1 
 

 
 
 

 

Figure 3. Two-dimensional simulation model for the vertical SDR Schottky barrier quasi-Read
IMPATT structure.

If the DC simulation converged for a given current density value (J0), the output DC
parameters such as avalanche width, p- and n-layer drift widths, avalanche voltage, total
drift voltage, breakdown voltage, etc., were extracted and stored. Those DC parameters
were used as the initial conditions for the large-signal simulation for the same value of J0.
A natively developed non-sinusoidal-voltage-excited (NSVE) large-signal model was used
to carry out the large-signal simulation [70]. The output of the large-signal simulation for the
given J0 was extracted and stored. The important large-signal parameters are time-domain
terminal voltage, terminal current waveforms, frequency domain of the diode voltage and
current and other parameters such as diode impedance, admittance, negative conductance,
susceptance, quality factor, negative resistance, reactance, and series resistance as functions
of frequency and current density. After that, the J0 value was updated, and the entire
process was repeated until the DC simulation became non-convergent in order to obtain
the full-band THz performance of the diode structure. Finally, the RF power output and
the DC to RF conversion efficiency at a particular operating frequency (f ) for a given J0 can
be obtained as

PRF =
1
2
(VRF)

2∣∣Gp
∣∣ (2)

ηL =

(
PRF

I0 VB

)
(3)

where VRF is the magnitude of the RF voltage (VRF = mxVB, where mx = 50–60% is the
large-signal modulation index and VB is the breakdown voltage), |Gp| is the magnitude
of the peak negative conductance and I0 is the DC bias current. The parasitic series
resistance arising from the un-depleted channel, n+-GaN layer, Schottky barrier and cathode
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ohmic contact of the device were calculated by using an earlier reported method based on
depletion width modulation phenomena [71] that also takes into account the influence of
the skin effect [72].

1 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Two-dimensional simulation model for the vertical DDR quasi-Read IMPATT structure.

The random impact ionization process introduces unwanted unsystematic fluctuations
in particle current and electric field inside the DC components of an IMPATT device. These
unsystematic current and field fluctuations appear as small-signal components to their
corresponding steady-state DC values under reverse bias breakdown conditions. The open-
circuit condition without any applied high-frequency AC voltage signal was considered for
the small-signal avalanche noise simulation [73]. Two second-order differential equations
corresponding to the real and imaginary parts of the noise field were simultaneously solved,
subject to appropriate boundary conditions, by using the Runge–Kutta method in order
to obtain the noise field distribution along the depletion layer [74]. Here, band-to-band
tunneling is considered as a noiseless instantaneous process. This noise simulation method
is known as the DIFM method [73,74]. Finally, from the knowledge of the mean square
noise current and voltage, the transfer noise impedance at each space point of the depletion
layer was calculated. Additionally, from the knowledge of the transfer noise impedance
distribution along the depletion layer, the mean square noise voltage

〈
v2

n
〉

can be obtained,
from which the noise spectral density (NSD(f ) =

〈
v2

n
〉
/d f V2 s) or mean square noise voltage

per bandwidth (df ) can be obtained as a function of frequency (f ). The noise performance of
the IMPATT source was assessed by the parameter named noise measure (NM) [74], which
is defined as

NM( f ) =
NSD( f )

4kBT(−Rd( f )− Rs)
(4)

where kB = 1.38 × 10−23 J K−1 is the Boltzmann constant, T = 300 K is the ambient tem-
perature, Rd( f ) is the diode negative resistance and Rs is the series resistance. Figure 5
illustrates the complete simulation methodology including the DC simulation, large-signal
simulation and small-signal noise simulation in a single flowchart form.
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5. Steady-State DC Characteristics

The modified drift–diffusion model including the Poisson equation, carrier continu-
ity equation and current density equation was used in the Silvaco ATLAS platform in
order to carry out the steady-state DC analysis of the lateral quasi-Read HEM-ATT struc-
tures. The effects of concentration and field-dependent mobility (conmob and fldmob),
Shockley–Read–Hall and Auger recombinations (srh and auger), band-to-band tunneling
(autobbt), trap-assisted tunneling, etc., were included in the simulation. Fermi statistics
(fermi) and the effects of band gap narrowing (bgn), interface charges, charge trapping,
passivation, mobile space charge, etc., were also considered in the simulation model. Ini-
tially, the entire simulation model was calibrated against the experimental data of earlier
published reports [75,76]. The same DC simulation study was also repeated for the vertical
SDR Schottky barrier and vertical GaN DDR quasi-Read IMPATT structures for the sake
of comparison.

Initially, the flat and quasi-Read concentration profiles such as the hi-lo, lo-hi, lo-hi-lo
profiles in the proposed HEM-ATT structures were confirmed by obtaining the partial
electron distribution at the AlGaN/GaN interfaces (i.e., at y = hg for (LAu(Sch) + LNi(Sch) ≤
x ≤ (Ld + LAu(Sch) + LNi(Sch))) introduced by the polarization-induced sheet charges of the
channel region. Figure 6a–d show the said distributions at the AlGaN/GaN interface along
the 2-DEG channel region of HEM-ATT devices; clearly, the partial electron distributions
exhibit the flat, hi-lo, lo-hi and lo-hi-lo density profiles in the corresponding HEM-ATT
devices. Here, the partial electron density below the 20 nm thick AlGaN barrier layer
was found to be 3.45 × 1023 m−3, which corresponds to the high (hi) electron density
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region(s). Similarly, the partial electron density below the 10 nm thick trench regions was
found to be 6.25 × 1022 m−3, which is associated with the low (lo) electron density regions.
Therefore, by changing the thickness of the AlGaN barrier layer, the concentration profile
of the channel region can be modified, and this property was utilized to realize the flat and
quasi-Read density profile in the proposed structures.
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The electric field (ξ) profiles, that is, variations in electric field along the x-axis at the
AlGaN/GaN interface, i.e., y = hg (ξ(x, y = hg) vs. x graphs) of the flat and quasi-read
HEM-ATT diodes under reverse bias were obtained from the DC simulation. The electric
field profiles of the device for the bias current density of 11.5 × 108 A m−2 are shown in
Figure 7. As per the Poisson equation, the electric field gradient (dξ(x, y = hg)/dx) at any
space point (x) in the 2-DEG is directly proportional to the electron concentration at that
space point (n(x, y = hg)). It is evident from Figure 7 that the slope of the electric field profile
in flat HEM-ATT throughout the channel is constant due to no variation in the electron
concentration along the x-direction in 2-DEG (Figure 6a). However, the electric field profiles
of quasi-Read HEM-ATT devices exhibit smaller slope within the regions having lower
electron concentrations (i.e., lo-regions) and higher slope within the regions having higher
electron concentrations (i.e., hi-regions); Figure 6b–d) exhibit the variations in electron
concentrations in quasi-Read HEM-ATTs at the AlGaN/GaN interface. Additionally, the
peak electric field value in HEM-ATT devices at the Schottky contact were found to be
different due to the different electric field slopes and electron concentration variations
throughout the channel region of the devices. The electric field punch-through effect at
the cathode-side of the depletion layer was found to be more pronounced in quasi-Read
HEM-ATTs as compared to a flat HEM-ATT due to the smaller average electric field slope
in quasi-Read diodes along the channel region. Punch-through diodes have greater THz
power delivery capability than the non-punch-through diodes, since the velocity saturation
can be sustained throughout the channel region due to a non-zero high field at each space-
points [77,78]. However, this effect slightly reduces DC to THz conversion efficiency [78].
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The Tektronix 4200A-SCS parameter analyzer and probe-station were used to carry
out the current–voltage (I-V) characterization of HEM-ATT diode samples under reverse
bias conditions. At first, two probes were connected to the SMU-1 (Source Measurement
Unit—1) and GND (Ground) of the parameter analyzer. Then, SMU-1 and GND were
loaded to the cathode and anode terminals of a diode sample, respectively. The Clarius
software associated with the parameter analyzer was used to set up the voltage–current
measurement steps. The magnitude of the reverse voltage (|VR|) was swept within the
range of 0–24 V with a step size of 1.5 V and corresponding I0 values were measured and
recorded. The current values were divided by the cross-sectional area in order to obtain the
corresponding current density (J0) values. Finally, the experimentally measured J0 versus
|VR| graphs for the flat, hi-lo, lo-hi and lo-hi-lo HEM-ATT diode samples were plotted
and these graphs are shown in Figure 8. The I-V characteristics of the HEM-ATT diodes
obtained from the DC simulation are also shown in Figure 8. It is noteworthy from Figure 8
that the I-V characteristics of the diodes obtained from the experimental measurements
and DC simulation are in good agreement, which validates the simulation model adopted
in the current work. All the HEM-ATT structures exhibit almost similar I-V characteristics.
The breakdown voltages obtained from the DC simulation vary from 16.5 to 16.9 V. On the
other hand, the experimentally measured breakdown voltages of the diodes varies from
17.0 to 18.1 V, which is in close agreement with the simulation results.
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However, the breakdown voltage of a vertical SDR Schottky barrier quasi-Read diode
(Figure 3) was found to be slightly smaller, i.e., 12.5 V, and the slope of the I-V curve after
its breakdown was also observed to be smaller compared to that in the HEM-ATT diodes.
On the other hand, due to the use of two drift regions (n- and p-GaN drift regions) in the
DDR IMPATT diode (Figure 4), their breakdown voltage was found to be significantly
higher, i.e., nearly 32 V. However, the slope of the breakdown curve after breakdown
was observed to be much smaller as compared to that of the Schottky barrier HEM-ATT
diodes. Therefore, the extraordinary properties of 2-DEG (primarily the improved mobility
of 2-DEG electrons compared to bulky GaN electrons [64,65]) improve the breakdown
characteristics of the HEM-ATT diodes, i.e., a significantly sharper breakdown can be
achieved in HEM-ATT diodes compared to the SDR Schottky barrier quasi-Read diode
and p-n junction-based DDR diode. The greater breakdown voltage of DDR IMPATT
is a promising factor for obtaining a possible greater THz power output of the source.
However, soft breakdown characteristics and greater parasitic series resistance as a result of
the high-resistivity metal~p+-GaN ohmic contact result in a significant drop in the overall
THz power output in the DDR IMPATT source, which will be discussed later.

6. Large-Signal Characteristics

The large-signal simulation of HEM-ATT devices confirmed the region of oscillation
and bandwidth. It was observed that the devices oscillate for the bias current density range
of 6.0 × 108–15.0 × 108 A m−2, for which the operational frequency varies from 0.923 to
1.066 THz. Therefore, the oscillation bandwidth was found to be 143 GHz. An around
55% modulation index was achieved in a NSVE large-signal simulation for which the
output THz power and conversion efficiency were maximum. The output parameters of
the steady-state DC simulation, such as bias current density, breakdown voltage, avalanche
region voltage drop, avalanche region width, etc., were used as the initial conditions for
the time-dependent NSVE large-signal simulation of HEM-ATT sources. Large-signal time-
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domain terminal current and voltage waveforms (id(t) and vd(t)) were Fourier transformed
(by using a suitable fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm) to obtain the frequency domain
response of those (Id(f ) and Vd(f )). The knowledge of the frequency domain response
of the diode current and voltage provides the diode admittance (Yd(f ) = Id(f )/Vd(f )) as
a function of frequency. The real and imaginary parts of the diode admittance (Yd(f ) = G(f )
+ j B(f )), i.e., conductance(G(f )) and susceptance (B(f ) can easily be resolved in order to
obtain the conductance–susceptance (G-B) plots or admittance characteristics of the diode
for different bias current densities. The admittance characteristics of a HEM-ATT diode
for the bias current density of 11.5 × 108 A m−2 obtained from the large-signal simulation
are shown in Figure 9. In these G-B curves, the effect of parasitic series resistance is not
included. It is observed that the lo-hi-lo HEM-ATT exhibits the largest peak magnitude
of negative conductance (−3.436 × 108 S m−2), whereas the flat HEM-ATT exhibits the
smallest, i.e., −2.56 × 108 S m−2 at 1.0 THz. The magnitude of peak negative conductance at
1.0 THz in hi-lo and lo-hi HEM-ATT are −2.938 × 108 and −3.126 × 108 S m−2, respectively,
which are considerably higher than that of the flat HEM-ATT diode. A narrower avalanche
zone width in quasi-Read diodes is the primary reason behind their higher magnitude of
negative conductance.
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resistance obtained from the large-signal simulation for the bias current density of 11.5 × 108 A m−2.

The series resistances of the diodes was calculated by using a large-signal technique
based on depletion width modulation under large-signal operating conditions [71]. The
influence of the skin effect at THz frequencies was also taken into consideration while
estimating the series resistance (Rs) value [72]. The variation in diode resistance (Rd(f ) =
G(f )/(G2(f ) + B2(f )) and reactance (Xd(f ) = −B(f )/(G2(f ) + B2(f )) with bias current density
without considering the effect of series resistance and with considering it are shown in
Figure 10a,b, respectively. The magnitude of series resistance was estimated to be in the
range of 18–20 Ω in HEM-ATT diodes. The magnitude of negative resistance of the diode
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decreases due to the positive series resistance and changes the sign of the diode resistance
(Rd(f )) from negative to positive beyond the bias current density of 15.0 × 108 A m−2,
which results in diodes being non-oscillating beyond that bias current density. If the
value of the series resistance increases, then the upper bound of the operating bias current
density range (here it is 6.0 × 108–15.0 × 108 A m−2) is further reduced, which results in
a narrowing down of the oscillation bandwidth. The highest magnitude of the negative
diode resistance without considering the series resistance varies between 110 and 150 Ω in
the THz regime. Therefore, if the series resistance increases beyond 100 Ω, the power out is
significantly smaller (since the sign of the overall diode resistance (Rd(f ) + Rs) is negative
but its magnitude is very low), and if the value of Rs increases beyond 150 Ω, then the
diode does not oscillate (since the sign of the overall diode resistance (Rd(f ) + Rs) becomes
positive). The variation in peak power output (PRF) and DC to THz conversion efficiency of
HEM-ATT diodes bias current density obtained from the large-signal simulation are shown
in Figure 10c,d, respectively. The highest power output of nearly 300 mW is achievable in
a lo-hi-lo HEM-ATT source with 11% conversion efficiency at 1.066 THz. The breakdown
voltage (VB) and the magnitude of the peak negative conductance (|Gp|) of the ATT
device increase with the increase in the bias current density (J0) [23,24]. However, the
rates of increase in both VB and |Gp| with respect to J0, i.e., dVB/dJ0 and d|Gp|/dJ0 are
considerably small compared to the rate of increase in DC power input (PDC = I0VB; where
I0 = J0 × cross-sectional with the increase in bias current density (i.e., dPDC/dJ0 >> dVB/dJ0,
d|Gp|/dJ0). Although the PRF, i.e., the numerator of Equation (3) increases due to the
increase in both VB and |Gp|, the denominator of Equation (3) increases at a considerably
larger rate with the increase in the bias current density. Consequently, the conversion
efficiency (ηL) deteriorates with the increase in bias current density.
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The comparison of THz power delivery capability and conversion efficiency between
the lateral HEM-ATT source and vertical SDR Schottky barrier and GaN DDR IMPATT
source is illustrated in Figure 11. It is clearly observable that the HEM-ATT is capable of
delivering significantly higher THz power (250–300 mW) compared to the vertical SDR
Schottky (56 mW) and GaN DDR (10 µW) sources. The primary cause of the significantly
low THz power output of the GaN DDR IMPATT source (almost four orders smaller) is the
high value of parasitic series resistance of the GaN DDR IMPATT diode. The minimum
experimentally obtained resistivity of the metal~p+-GaN contact is around 1.0 Ω cm [25,26],
which is about 3–4 orders larger than the metal~n+-GaN contact resistivity [79]. The
compulsory metal~p+-GaN contact in p+-p-n-n+ structured DDR IMPATT rises the value of
series resistance beyond 120 Ω under the large-signal operating condition in the THz regime
and finally leads to very small (~few tens of µW) THz power output with considerably
small conversion efficiency (nL << 1.0%). Therefore, the Schottky barrier SDR structures
must be always preferred over the GaN DDR structure for realizing THz sources in order
to avoid the highly resistive metal~p+-GaN contact. Moreover, the excellent properties of
2-DEG lead the HEM-ATT source to deliver almost one order higher THz power output
compared to the vertical Schottky barrier SDR IMPATT source. Therefore, the proposed
lateral quasi-Read Schottky barrier HEM-ATT structures excel over all other possible GaN
based ATT structures with regard to THz performance. The hi-lo, lo-hi and lo-hi-lo quasi-
Read density profiles of the channel regions of the Schottky barrier HEM-ATT diodes result
in a narrowing down of the avalanche region width due to sharper avalanche growth [66]
compared to the flat-profile Schottky barrier HEM-ATT and p-n junction-based DDR diodes.
The sharper avalanche growth in quasi-Read Schottky barrier HEM-ATT diodes leads to
greater DC to THz conversion efficiency and greater power output.
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IMAPTT and vertical GaN DDR IMPATT sources predicted by the large-signal simulation with
frequency; inset of the figure shows the variation in DC to THz conversion efficiency of the THz
sources under consideration obtained from large-signal simulation with frequency.
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7. Noise Performance

The avalanche noise performance of the lateral HEM-ATT source was analyzed using
the DIFM small-signal noise simulation method [73,74]. The noise simulation of vertical
Schottky barrier SDR and GaN DDR IMPATT sources was also carried out in order to
compare their noise performance with the noise performance of lateral Schottky barrier
HEM-ATT sources in the THz regime. The NSD versus frequency plots shown in Figure 12
show that peak NSD can be significantly suppressed by using the quasi-Read HEM-ATT
structures compared to the conventional vertical Schottky barrier SDR structure. The
HEM-ATT structures utilizes an intentionally undoped channel region, where the electrons
remain confined within the quantized energy levels formed inside the triangular potential
barrier situated just below the AlGaN/GaN interface; those electrons constitute the 2-
DEG. The current-carrying electrons moving through the channel of HEM-ATT exhibit
significantly improved mobility due to the reduced ionized impurity scattering mechanism
in the 2-DEG compared to the impurity-scattering-limited mobility of electrons in the
Schottky barrier SDR device. Moreover, the reduced impurity scattering probability in
2-DEG suppresses the probability of random fluctuations in noise field due to the very
small amount of interaction of charge carriers with the ionized impurities within the active
region of the HEM-ATT. As a result, the NSD peak in HEM-ATTs is considerably reduced
compared to that in a Schottky barrier SDR device. The hi-lo, lo-hi and lo-hi-lo quasi-Read
2-DEG electron density profiles of HEM-ATT diodes result in a narrowing down of the
avalanche region width due to the sharp avalanche growth within the avalanche region. As
a result of the smaller avalanche region width in these quasi-Read HEM-ATT diodes, the
random fluctuations in noise field are restricted to a narrower region compared to the flat
2-DEG electron density profile HEM-ATT diode. As a result, the overall noise performance
of the quasi-Read HEM-ATT sources was found to be better than the flat HEM-ATT source.
This improvement in noise performance was observed to be at its maximum in lo-hi-lo
HEM-ATT due to the narrowest avalanche region width among all the HEM-ATT structures
under consideration.
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However, the NSD of a conventional GaN DDR IMPATT source is significantly smaller
compared to the Schottky-barrier-diode-based sources. The noise measure versus frequency
plots shown in Figure 13 also exhibit a similar trend. The noise measure of HEM-ATT
sources varies from 11.92 to 13.85 dB at 1.0 THz, whereas the same is observed to be 16.09 dB
at 1.0 THz in the vertical Schottky SDR source. However, the GaN DDR IMPATT source
was proven to be the least noisy THz source, with a noise measure of 10.2 dB at 1.0 THz.
That being said, while the noise performance of the vertical GaN DDR IMPATT source was
found to be better than the Schottky barrier HEM-ATT based THz sources, its THz power
output is significantly smaller (~10 µW). Thus, the vertical GaN DDR IMPATT diode is
not a good recommendation for realizing THz sources. On the other hand, the high-power
HEM-ATT sources with compatible noise performance are the most suitable candidates for
experimentally realizing high-power, high-efficiency THz sources.
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8. Comparison with Other THz Sources

A comparative study is presented in this section between different commercially avail-
able state-of-the-art THz oscillators operating nearly at 1.0 THz and 1.0 THz Schottky barrier
HEM-ATT sources based on AlGaN/GaN 2-DEG. Some important specifications, frequency
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range of operation, peak THz power output and DC to THz conversion efficiency of the
state-of-the-art THz sources such as carcinotrons, folded waveguide sources, backward
wave oscillators (BWOs), quantum cascade lasers (QCLs), high-electron-mobility transistors
(HEMTs), planner Schottky barrier diode multipliers and harmonic oscillator arrays are
listed in Table 2 [80–90]. The most promising source for THz generation in the frequency
range of 0.85–1.03 THz is observed to be the BWO with narrow corrugated waveguide slow
wave structure fabricated and tested by Mineo et al. in the year 2012 [82]. They obtained
200 mW of RF power output within the tuning range of 0.85–1.03 THz. Other devices
shown in Table 1 are capable of delivering very low THz power (few µW–mW) with consid-
erably low conversion efficiency (<1.0%) at THz frequencies. In comparison, the Schottky
barrier lo-hi-lo HEM-ATT source is capable of delivering comparatively higher THz power
(250–300 mW) with appreciable higher DC to THz conversion efficiency (11–25%) within
the frequency range of 0.923–1.066 THz (oscillation bandwidth is 0.143 THz). Moreover,
very low voltage (16.5 to 16.9 V) is required to achieve the breakdown of Schottky barrier
HEM-ATT diodes at the operational condition, while a minimum cathode voltage in the
order of kilovolts (KV) is required to achieve the operational condition of THz BWOs.
Thus, the proposed Schottky barrier HEM-ATT sources have immense potentiality to be
established as more promising and reliable THz sources compared to the existing THz
sources [80–90].

Table 2. List of some state-of-the-art THz sources (operating frequency ≈ 1.0 THz).

Sl. No. Type of the
Source Important Specifications

Operational
Frequency
Range (THz)

THz Power
Output (W)

DC to THz
Conversion
Efficiency (%)

Citation

1
Schottky barrier
lateral HEM-ATT
source

Based on AlGaN/GaN
two-dimensional electron gas 0.923–1.066 0.25–0.30 11–25 Present work

2 Carcinotron - 0.85 2 × 10−3 - [80]

3 Folded
waveguide source - 0.65 59 × 10−3 - [81]

4 Backward wave
oscillator

Narrow corrugated waveguide
as slow wave structure 0.85–1.03 0.20 - [82]

5 Backward wave
oscillator

Vane circuit using 20 mA of
current at 7.1 KV, made by
milling

0.80–0.96 2.0 × 10−3 <1.0 [83]

6 Backward wave
oscillator

6 KV, 60 A, 15 kg BWO,
water-cooled 1.03–1.25 0.5 × 10−3–

2.0 × 10−3 <1.0 [84]

7 Backward wave
oscillator Frequency-multiplied BWOs 1.10–1.50 1.0 × 10−6 <1.0 [82]

8 Backward wave
oscillator

10 MHz linewidth,
semioptical-BWO hybrid
devices, 6 KV cathodes, CW
devices

1.20–1.40 0.2 × 10−3 <1.0 [82]

9 Quantum cascade
laser (QCL)

Monolithic THz source
comprises 13.7 QCL coupled
with a high-resistivity Si lens

0.60–6.00 0.2 × 10−3 - [85]

10 Quantum cascade
laser (QCL)

Electrically pumped monolithic
source based on
long-wavelength
dual-upper-state active region

1.03 1.8 × 10−5 - [86]

11 Quantum cascade
laser (QCL)

Electrically pumped monolithic
semiconductor source with
intra-cavity non-linear
frequency mixing

1.2–5.9
2.87 × 10−3 at
1.5 THz (110 K
temperature)

<1.0 [87]

12

High-electron-
mobility
transistor
(HEMT)

Tunable room temperature
source utilizes the
two-dimensional plasma
insability in GaN HEMTs

0.75–2.2 0.15 × 10−6 <1.0 [88]

13 Planner Schottky
diode multipliers - 1.75–2.0 0.40 × 10−4 <1.0 [89]

14 Harmonic
oscillator array

Si-based fully scalable coherent
harmonic oscillator array 1.01 0.81 × 10−4 0.73 × 10−4 [90]
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9. Background Prospective of Biomedical Application

Due to the recent rapid advancement in microfabrication and materials engineering,
the possibility for Terahertz biomedical spectroscopy is approaching mainstream medical
imaging techniques. THz is exciting due to the non-ionizing nature of the radiation yet
simultaneous capability of high-resolution soft-tissue and cellular imaging for diagnostic
application. Our previous reviews report on the prospect of the medical application of
Terahertz waves with a comprehensive understanding of various imaging parameters
(sample preparation, effect of water reflection in live tissue, signal-to-noise ratio, image
resolution, image contrast, etc.) correlated with the highlighted and relevant clinical
results [91–95]. Furthermore, we have experimentally reported on and extensively studied
the development of on-chip Terahertz microbolometer detectors [96–99], and conceived the
design concept for the chip integrable medical device and image processing for possible
use in cancer cell screening [100]. These on-chip Terahertz microbolometers demonstrated
peak responsivity ~1 THz with improved noise-equivalent power (NEP) and response
speed at room temperature [97,98]; however, they may not be adequate for thermal imaging
with acceptable integration times. However, the device arrays can be still employed in
imaging systems that utilize an active THz source. Here, the possibility of a chip-integrable
solid-state THz source is reported. The proposed AlGaN/GaN based Schottky barrier
lateral HEM-ATT can deliver a notable ~300 mW, operating at 1.0 THz frequency, with
significantly improved noise performance, suitable for compact biomedical spectroscopy
systems as a solid-state source.

10. Conclusions

Schottky barrier lateral HEM-ATT structures based on AlGaN/GaN 2-DEG are pro-
posed for generating a 1.0 THz frequency. One and more than one trenches were introduced
at different positions of the top AlGaN barrier layer in order to realize different quasi-Read
electron density profiles in the 2-DEG channel region such as hi-lo, lo-hi and lo-hi-lo. The
static or DC simulation of HEM-ATTs was carried out in the Silvaco ATLAS device simula-
tion platform, whereas the THz and noise performances of the device were investigated by
using natively developed NSVE large-signal model and DEFM small-signal model-based
simulation techniques, respectively. The breakdown voltages of the devices estimated via
simulation were validated by using experimental measurements and those were found to
be around 17–18 V. A maximum series resistance of around 20 Ω was found to be present
in the device under large-signal operating conditions. The large-signal simulation shows
that the Schottky barrier lo-hi-lo HEM-ATT source is capable of delivering 250–300 mW
of THz power with an appreciably high DC to THz conversion efficiency ranging from
11 to 25% within the frequency range of 0.923–1.066 THz, i.e., the bandwidth of oscilla-
tion is nearly 0.143 THz; this is a significant improvement compared to the achievable
THz power output and efficiency from the conventional THz DDR IMPATT source. The
noise performance of the THz source was found to be significantly improved by using the
quasi-Read HEM-ATT structures compared to the conventional vertically oriented Schottky
barrier IMPATT structure. By the lateral integration of multiple HEM-ATT diodes, an
oscillator array can be realized on the monolithic integrated circuit in order to implement
broadband THz sources. Moreover, a third terminal (gate) can be realized over the AlGaN
layer for directly modulating power and frequency via an externally applied signal. In the
proposed HEM-ATT structures, optical signal coupling and injection locking were also very
much convenient through the thin AlGaN barrier layer. The proposed HEM-ATT source is
compatible with the state-of-the-art semiconductor fabrication technologies with the poten-
tial for application as on-chip integrable THz solid-state sources in compact biomedical
spectroscopy systems.
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